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ImTOO iPod Movie Converter is professional video to iPod converter to convert all video
files like AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MP4, H.264/AVC, MKV, AVCHD, RM, MOV, RMVB and VOB to iPod
MPEG-4 movies (iPod MP4) for iPod and iPhone perfectly. The iPod converter also supports
converting all audio files to iPod MP3, WAV, M4A, AIFF and AAC files.

ImTOO iPod Movie Converter is best video to iPod converter to convert all kinds of videos to
iPod MP4 e.g., convert AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MP4, H.264/AVC, MKV, AVCHD, RM, MOV, ASF, 3GP,
VOB to iPod movie and iPhone video.

As an iPod music converter, it also provides an easy way to convert popular audio files like
MP3, WMA, WAV, M4A, AAC, APE, CUE to iPod MP3, M4A, WAV, AAC, AIFF.

Support for High-definition video as input files like AVCHD, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, HD AVI,
AVCHD, HD MPEG4, HD MOV, HD WMV.
ImTOO iPod Movie Converter supports TV output with 480p and wide screen.

Main Functions

iPod movie converter

 Convert AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MP4, H.264/AVC, MKV, AVCHD, RM, MOV, RMVB, ASF, 3GP, VOB to
iPod MPEG-4 video.

iPod music converter

 Convert popular audios like MP3, WMA, WAV, M4A, AAC, APE, CUE to iPod/iPhone music MP3,
M4A, WAV, AAC, AIFF.

Picture to iPod video converter
 Smoothly view your photos on iPod without interruption by converting them in JPG, GIF, PNG,
BMP to iPod video.

Highest conversion speed
 Completely support multi-core CPU and provide the highest speed when converting videos and
audios to iPod.

Key Features

Fully support all iPod models: iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod shuffle, iPod touch, and
even iPhone/iPhone 3G.
Multi-thread and batch conversion allow you to convert multiple files at the same time
to save conversion time.
Trim video or audio file to only convert one part of a file; split one file into several
to fit your iPod better.
Able to manually set output settings like bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, channel,
resolution quality and codec.
Get the desired output file size by Bitrate Calculator. In this way, you don’t have to
worry about your iPod storage.
Multiple profiles that you add for one source file can be converted at one time to
output many files only once.
Run the software in the background during conversion if you have more important things
to do. Just let it alone.
After-done actions will do a favor when you’re away, for example, auto shut down
computer when job is done.
Preview the video file before conversion to adjust the output quality and the output
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file after conversion.
Take a snapshot of favorite movie images and save them as JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP files to
view on your iPod.

System Requirements

OS :      Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor :     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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